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The glitz and glamour of Art Deco has 
always had a place in interior design 
since it originated in the 1920s. Thanks 

to reappearing in a variety of interpretations over 
the past hundred years, it’s well and truly earned 
a reputation for being timeless. But to keep it 
looking stylish today, we’ve taken the tone down 
a notch with a muted palette of calming creams 
and blush pinks. The key elements of the era 
remain, so keep an eye out for fanned shapes, 
fluted glass finishes, and metallic touches to 
achieve this style in a subtle way. “Make sure 
to incorporate symmetrical motifs,” adds Nick 
Atkin of Atkin and Thyme. “Symmetry was  
a key cornerstone of the movement and one of  
its most palatable features.” 

SPOTLIGHT ON

Delicate deco
A tonal take on a timeless look, the sophisticated 

glamour of last century’s Roaring Twenties is 

being brought back with a modern twist
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panelling teamed 

with soft bouclé 

fabric is the modern 

minimalist take on 

this trend 

Heather kitchen stool 

in Ivory White Bouclé 

and Brass, £129 each, 

Cult Furniture

 Soft, shimmery 

textures allow 

you to achieve a 

sophisticated look 

that’s still calm in 

a bedroom

Gabrielle superking 

bed in Sparkle 

Powder Mix, from 

£1,299, Sofology

 Delicate gold 

details can help 

bring this subtle 

trend into your 

existing scheme

Deco picture 

frame, £18.50,  

Cox & Cox

Pastel pink velvet fabrics 

instantly add a sense of luxury 

while still looking light and fresh 

Enchanted accent chair in Blush 

Sensual Velvet, £299, DFS

Virgo star 26cm 

ceiling fitting, 

£89, Dunelm

Lotus 

candle, 

£10, 

M&Co

Arch triple 

gold and glass 

dressing table 

mirror, £35, 

Oliver Bonas
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The moodboard

Get the look for less 

with these quick updates

£10 AND  
UNDER  

Engrave a wealth of character into your home with 

marble tiles, stone paints and crushed fabrics

1 Boudoir curtain fabric in Blush, £28.80 per m, Terrys Fabrics 2 The Sleep collection 100% soft cotton blackout fabric in Milk,  

£23 per m, Stitched 3 Design Pattern C patterned wall and floor tiles, £52.50 per sq m, The London Tile Co. 4 Mirrored diamond wall tiles 

pack, £39.99, My Furniture 5 Julien MacDonald chandelier glitter-effect smooth wallpaper in Pink, £25 per roll, B&Q 6 Satin paint in Pure, 

£24.95 for 750ml, Annie Sloan 7 Small brass half moon handles in Gold Stripe, £60 for two, Pushka Home 8 Matt emulsion in Serene Pink,  

£21 for 1L, YesColours 9 Art-Deco White Manhattan Natural tiles, from £42.60 per sq m, Aparici
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Tapered candle 

holder, £3, B&M

Gold love sign, 

£4.99, M&Co

Deco fan towel in 

Pink, from £7, Matalan

Diffuser, 

£4.99, 

Homesense

 Go for geometric patterns on a light 

background for a contemporary look

Metro Sand Neutral luxury geometric 

wallpaper, £65 per 10.05m roll,  

1838 Wallcoverings

 Find fan motifs in everyday objects to give a subtle 

nod to Art Deco origins

Cream fan shaped candle, £2.50; Amber and patchouli tub 

candle, £2.50; White textured ceramic candle, £4; all Primark

 Real marble and solid brass is 

a classic luxe pairing that adds a 

touch of decadence to any space 

Gatsby marble nesting side tables, 

£249, Atkin and Thyme

Stick to a neutral palette to 

allow the shapely silhouettes 

to do the talking

Perno swivel chair in Natural 

Bouclé fabric, £799; Heban 

coffee table, £249; Mella ceiling 

light, £279, all Dwell
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Beige Mora 

faux fur velvet 

throw, from £9.99, 

Homescapes

Gold lantern, 

£32.99, 

Dobbies

Éventail table 

napkins, £15 for  

a set of three,  

La Redoute

White book 

ends, £19.99, 

Dobbies

Braxton 

table lamp 

in Glass 

and White 

Marble, £69, 

Cult Furniture

Arundel heart-

shaped velvet 

footstool with 

storage in 

Cream, £44.99, 

Homescapes

Monty diamond geometric indoor 

outdoor rug in Beige/Cream, from 

£43.20, The Rug Seller

Pearl velvet 

shell cushion 

in Cream, 

from £20, 

Rhoom
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